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Students Uncovered: M any Poly students don’t
p lan ahead for health coverage
w ait for
aid check
M egan Hassler
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C'al Poly students lined up
Tuesday outside the financial aid
otTice, awaiting funds that haven’t
yet arrived. Staff have seen more
students this quarter still without
aid, a result o f more students re
ceiving financial aid.
Additionally, students who pro
crastinate and continue to turn in
forms late have burdened staff and
a new direct lending program that
launched late summer.
C]ameron Walters, a mechanical
engineerm gjunior, has been w ith
out financial aid for four weeks.
The financial aid office keeps tell
ing him to wait patiently, he said.
“They said a couple of weeks
a couple o f weeks ago. There isn’t
much 1 can do but wait and try to
get by,’’Walters said.
W ithout the funds to pay for*
a parking permit, Walters com
mutes to school via bus instead
of his car.Hut unlike many of his
peers, he walks on crutches due to
a toe injury, causing him to move
slowly and uncomfortably.
“ 1 stopped driving my car be
cause 1 have no money anil can’t
even buy the books 1 need,’’ Wal
ters said.
But C'ameron admits he didn’t
submit all of his forms on time.
(!al Poly’s Financial Aid office
strated using the William I). Ford
Federal Direct Student Loan (DL)
program fall quarter, a switch from
the former Federal Family F.diication Loan (FFF.l ) program. As
a result, students and parents are
now borrowing their loans direct
ly through the U.S. Department of
FAlucation rather than a bank or
other financial institution.
Lois Kelly, director is Financial
Aid, said Wednesday the switch
had administrators and staff care
fully monitoring the first dis
bursement o f funds, anticipating
a smooth transition, but prepared
for any bumps.
"More students this year have
applied for financial aid, most
likely a result of economic dif
ficulties, so it's no surprise more
see Financial aid, page ^

Mortar boards have been
thrown, tassels moved over and
diplomas mailed. As graduates
enter the “real world’’ they will
most likely look for jobs, pLices
to live and health insurance,
(ioing to the Health Cienter
as soon as the first signs of a
cold hit will no longer be an
option.
A brief survey of 20 stu
dents indicated that all of them
had health insurance and none
paid for it themselves. Half of
these students had not given
any thought to health insur
ance and admitted to having
no idea how much it costs.
Part of the reason that
there is such ignorance when
It comes to health insurance
could stem from the fact that
for most students the Health
CCenter is adequate.
“I know that 1 am on my
parent’s health insurance but I
really don’t know that much
about it,” mechanical engi
neering freshman Kyle Sugui-

tan said.
Each student pays $87.58
per quarter in health fees,
which covers basic coverage at
the on-campus health center.
“Basic coverage” at the stu
dent health center is similar to
services provided by a primary
care physician.
Many students don’t have
all the information regarding
health insurance. While the
University of California system
requires health insurance for all
students, the California State
University system does not
(with the e.xception of Inter
national students). The health
fee paid as part of tuition and
fees covers student’s access to
the Health C'enter. However,
this only covers basic care.
“Let’s say you hurt your
self on the weekend ... need
an MR I ... need to see a spe
cialist ... or need a service
the Health CAMiter doesn’t of
fer then this service (student
health insurance) would help
you out,” PULSE office man
ager C'indy Martinez said.
Last year biology sopho

more James Moody had a
staph infection. Because it
was the weekend Moody
had m> choice but to
go to the Sierra Vista
Emergency Room and
paid $150
per visit
even though he had
health insurance.
Some students may
have health insurance but
not all of them know the
specifics of their policy.
C^ne local health insur
ance broker, Susan Polk, says
that in order to be covered
by a parent’s policy they
must be enrolled in a mini
mum number of units (12).
Upon graduating or turning
a certain age (23 or 25, de
pending on provider) young
adults must obtain their own
policy.
“More likely the parents
will call asking about insur
ance for graduate (or stu
dent) rather than the gradu
ate (or student) themselves,”
Polk said.
see Health care, page 2
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Va.shion Bullock Jr., 17, at his home, shows sign.s o f the fight that left
Derrion Albert, 16, dead two weeks ago. Vashion was hit with a brick
and passed out at one point in the fight.

C:HK:A(;0 — H is left eye
still swollen shut,Vashion Bullock
doesn’t deny fighting in the mas
sive brawl that claimed a Fenger
High School student’s life two
weeks ago.
H e’s watched the grainy fight
video and seen himself standing
shirtless in the middle of the fre
netic mob. But to him, the foot
age is a 2-minute-and-26-second
clip of bis world without context,
broadcast endlessly on television
and the Web.
Together, their actions are hor
rific. Individually, they’re students
who made the honor roll, worked
after-school jobs, pl.tyed sports
aiul planned for college. And they
wake up m worlds frayed by pov
erty and violence.

Bullock and other students
bused m from Altgeld Ciardens
have fought for years with kids
who live closer to the higYi school
and see them as outsiders, accord
ing to interviews by the Cdiicago
Tribune with dozens of students
and parents. The Fenger senior
said he often races to the bus stop
to avoid confrontation. But that
Tbursd.iy he bad been suspended
for a school fight. And he’d had
enough.
“ How many times you want
me to walk .may?” asked Bullock,
whose brother is charged with
murder for striking Ui-year-old
Derrion Albert with a wooden
plank. Three others were charged
in the melee that involved at least
50 teens.“ We’ve been running for
so long and I’m tired o f running.“
Bullock said.“ Running only k ,.d
see Fighting, page
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to nioiv runiiinu."
riic figlu sparkoJ national oiitragc.
Chu auo I’nblit' St liools and
C'hicago polu o oiu f again arc be
ing callcti upon to provide sate
passage tor students lieading to
and ti\>in school. Hut the dramatic
\itdence captured on the \itleo
highlights concerns about a much
more tundamental sate passage —
the treacherous journey tor many
(diiiago teens trom adolescence
to adulthood.
V'uilence in Cdiicagti has alreatly claimed tive teens in the last
month, three ot them public school
Students. And it previous years are
any indication, dozens more will
die in the coming school year.
Neither schools nor police, both
ot whom knew of the rising ten
sion at f-enger, have been able to
stem the tide.
That ever-present violence has
taken its toll on how teens view
themselves and their futures. Some
simply don’t believe they have
one.
“I don’t think a new day is
promised to nobody,” said Bullock,
17, clutching a bag of ice to his in
jured eye.“ Anything could happen
at any time.”
Sometimes the violence is racerelated such as a brawl last year
at Foreman High School on the
North Side. Sometimes it’s gangrelated such as rivalries at Crane
High School on the West Side. And
sometimes, like Fenger on the Far
South Side, it’s about neighbor
hoods — the area by the school
called the “Ville” and Altgeld Gar
dens several miles to the south.
Despite their mutual dislike, the
two sides involved in the Fenger
melee share much in common.
Both live in impoverished neigh
borhoods beset by crime. When
challenged physically, they feel
they have no choice but to fight.
Neither side sees itself as the ag
gressor. Perhaps most tragically,
those charged in Albert’s fatal
beating came from both factions.
Neither side said it meant to kill
anyone.
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These are kids navigating a
complex landscape of social prob
lems, clinging to whatever sense ot
identity and esteem they can find.
When violence erupts, it’s often
about them defending what little
they have.
“ The video is troubling but not
extiMordinary,” saiil Dewey (h n nell, director of a youth violence
pro)ect at the University of Vir
ginia."! object to the notion that
tliese kids are somehow disturbed
or abnormal. Street fights between
rival groups are not new to Cdiicago or any other part of the United
States. We have had them for cen
turies.”
On Sept. 24 MontreH I ruitt left
school with his brother and headed
for the bus stop at 111 th and Wal
lace streets, a half block north of
Fenger. Trouble was already brew
ing, so Montrell and his brother
headed east on 1 1 1th to Michigan
Avenue, where they catch the bus
to the Gardens.
The extended walk has become
the best of the bad options for the
kids, who say they’re vulnerable at
the stop closer to Fenger and in
the heart of the Ville. As the broth
ers walked, a crowd started to swell
behind them.
Truitt, 17, who’s ranked near
the top of his junior class, called
his mother, a daily ritual they have
on his walks from school. He and
his brother, Eric Parks, 15, finally
reached the rusty train tracks past
Stewart Street, a half-mile from
Fenger and the eastern edge of the
Ville. It marks the unofficial safe
zone for Gardens’ kids heading
home.
“All I was thinking was, ‘OK,
we’re getting close to the tracks,
so they’re going to turn around,’“
Truitt said.
But the kids didn’t stop follow
ing that day. Some began to strip
off their shirts to prepare for a
fight.Ville teens say several cars of
Gardens kids were there waiting.
Truitt’s mother, Toya, heard
tension in his voice on the phone.
She told him to try to get to her
workplace. But as they were talk
ing, his phone went dead. Shortly
after crossing the tracks,Truitt said
he felt the hard bash of a wood
plank across his back.
He stumbled, then turned and
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Montrell Truitt, right, holds his little brother Tavious Truitt, outside his apartment, at the Altgeld Gardens in
Chicago. Jontell Laws, 14, a freshman at Fenger High stands beside him.
fought.
The rest is captured by a cam
corder held by another Fenger
student in the video that has trans
fixed the nation.
On the video, Albert, an honor
student who has been portrayed as
a bystander, can be seen throwing
a punch.
What is clear from the video is
how random the melee became.
Two teens from the Ville — at
least one o f them Albert’s friend
— were charged with delivering
the “first strike” and the “knock
out blow” to the diminutive teen.
Kids from the Gardens then stomp
and wield one final shot with the
plank.
Since Albert never claimed loy
alty to either side, no one was sure
with whom he was fighting, wit
nesses said.
Altgeld Gardens sits five miles
southeast o f the Ville, separated by
massive industrial structures, a ma
trix of railroad lines and the his
toric West Pullman community. An
isolated public housing complex,
Altgeld anchors the city’s south
ernmost tip at 130th Street with
low-rise homes. Just one bus route
serves the entire 157-acre develop
ment, an island o f churches, public
housing and elementary schools
with no commerce for miles.

ENDLESS DELIVERIES

Less is known about the Ville, a
chunk of the Koseland neighbor
hood about a half-^uare mile in
size that encompasses Fenger and
is bordered on the south by 11 5th
Street. Several young residents
have proclaimed their allegiance
by inking forearms with tattoos
and even choreographing a Ville
dance.
“It’s the neighborhood we’re
from, who we are, how we act,
what we do,” said Derrick Young,
17, a junior at Fenger.
Young said he wasn’t involved
in the fight, though school offi
cials say differently — he’s been
suspended from Fenger for 10
days. Though he recently moved
with his mother into a spacious
apartment just outside o f the Ville,
Young still strongly identifies with
the area.
Young and others said the Ville
isn’t just about violence — it’s also
about community. Wearing a set
o f fuzzy white animal slippers, he
performed the Ville dance, a soft
bounce from side to side, arms
heaved forward as he drops down
low, smiling.
That doesn’t mean they’re soft,
though .Young admitted he’s swung
at Gardens kids and they’ve swung
at him. He thinks the Gardens
teens bring violence to Fenger,

STUDENT SPECIAL

20% OFF

not the other way around.
But when asked why they don’t
like the Garden kids, he struggled
to explain it.
“As far as I know, they don’t
like us,” said Young, who dreams of
playing professional football even
though he’s not on the school
team ,“and the way I feel, we don’t
like them.”
Teens from the Ville feel like
their
neighborhood,
already
starved o f resources, has been in
vaded. So do their parents.
“Ain’t there a high school
out there?” asked Ava Greyer,
the mother o f Eugene Bailey, 17,
one of the Ville teens charged in
the murder. “Why would you put
them ... here?”
Ville kids and their parents say
the violence works both ways —
Garden kids sneak punches when
they can. It is widely believed
around the Ville that on the day
o f the fight, Altgeld kids flooded
the neighborhood with cars filled
with people ready to fight.
Jamal Harding, 18, a Fenger
graduate who traded blows with a
Garden kid in the fight, said walk
ing away isn’t an option.
“ I’m not gonna run from it,” he
said. “Why should 1 have to run
from where I live? If I have to run
from where I live, where else do
I go?”
The conflict escalated between
the two neighborhoods after C hi
cago Public Schools transformed
see Fighting, page 3
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students are expressing frustra
tions. Overall, the transition has
helped provide additional students
with more aid,” said Kelly.
Yet, students who turned in
forms early are having difficulties.
Uiomedical engineering se
nior, Joe C'asillas, had his forms
submitted last spring quarter.
When he arrived on campus three
weeks ago, he noticed his account
was empty.
“The Financial Aid office said
they had probably lost or mis
placed my forms, that they weren’t
in the system or even in a folder,”
C'asillas said.“ I was told the easiest
solution would be to fill out an
other form instead of looking for
the original, so 1 did.”
Exactly a week later, C'asillas
called the office only to find out it
would take four to six weeks lon
ger than they had originally said.
C^isillas’s parents would h.ive a
hard time affording the costs of
books and tuition out of pocket,
so rather than burdening his par
ents further, joe decided not to
tell them he was witlnnit funds.
He also hasn’t informed his teach
ers.
“Teachers assume I have my
books. I’d feel a little weird if I
told them 1 couldn’t buy them,
embarrassed,” said C^lsIllas. “ 1 hey
would say I read the syllabus and
that I shouldn’t be unprepared. It’s
not like if I don’t have mv books.

I’m excused from the test. It’s so
frustrating to have to wait weeks
when they say its such a simple
process now.”
In March, a press release from
C'al Foly’s Financial Aid office
stated that the switch to DL from
the Federal Family Education
Loan (FFEL) program comes after
a lengthy review of services pro
vided by FFEL.The review found
that recent changes m FFEL neg
atively impacted sources of loan
funding, as well as a noticeable
decline in overall customer ser
vice. Administrators are prom ot
ing the change saying the new
Dl. program is simple, convenient,
and flexible
“ Farents and students with
family members attending schools
that use the direct loan program
asked us why we were not partici
pating in l)L - because the pro
cess was so simple,” said Kelly. “As
a result, we evaluated both pro
grams and decided to make the
switch.”
Administrators are encouraging
students, as they do each quarter,
to carefully manage financial aid
matters before the school quarter
begins. The Financial Aid otTice
is working to expedite requests
and equip students with the funds
they need to succeed.
Until aid is disbursed “you feel
like you have to w'ork harder than
everyone else,” said (kisillas. W ith
out the books, 1 might pass my
first test this week, if I’m lucky.
All I would tell people is to watch
deadlines and get forms m early.”
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An average health insurance
plan for a 23 to 2.S-year-old liv
ing in San Luis Obispo would
cost between $H2 and $ 1,S()
a month. This would include
medical, dental and vision care.
The deductible, the amount of
expenses that must be paid by
the customer before an insurer
will cover expenses, would range
from
to $1 ,.S(I() with these
plans.
These numbers could very
well be changing depending on
which of the three health care
proposals passes.
The single payer plan, w Inch
is an implemented tax and gov
ernment would pay for health
care, would mean that graduates
would not have to plan for health
insurance. The public option
plan, w hich is a optional govern
ment offered health insurance
package, would mean graduates
would luve a new option when
deciding on health insurance but
wt)uld not be required to have it.
T he government mandated plan
.which means people would be
required to have health insur
ance. would mean that gradu
ates would not have the option
of whether or not to purchase
health care. They would be re
quired to have it and be respon
sible for finding a policy.
The single payer and public
option are likely to not be in
cluded in the final version of the
bill for health care reform.

Ciarver High School, located in
the Altgeld community, into a
military academy. T hat put many
Altgeld kids at Fenger — out
numbered and behind enemy
lines.
As part of an anti-violence
plan, schools chief Ikon Hubernian has launched an initiative
called Safe Fassage, w'hich pro
vides extra resources such as se
curity or buses for students who
walk through gang boundaries
or other dangerous areas.
But the plan hadn’t been im
plemented when the violence
erupted among Fenger students.
The district is now providing
yellow school buses for Altgeld
kids to be shuttled to and from
Fenger.
Two weeks after the fight,
some kids seemed to hold a
sense of remorse.
Bullock, for one, is starting to
recognize the gravity of what’s
happened. In his living room,
with the lights dimmed to pro
tect his injured eye, he struggled
to process what he’s feeling. His
brother’s self-portrait and high
school diploma hang from the
wall. His mother was away un
dergoing dialysis treatment, a
routine she follows three times

a week.
“ I apologize that something
bad happened,” he said. “ But I
might (never) see out of my left
eye ... or see my brother again.”
Lhat hardly means the vio
lence between the two sides is
likely to stop. Almost no one
thinks It’s over, leaving liullock
and others facing about eight
more months of school.
“You gotta be strong,” he says.
“Strong and willing to protect
yourself, from police, people,
anybody. C^an’t nobody be left
out.”
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a break.
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Obama’s first-year travel
sets
presidential
record
International

Briefs
State

National

SAN
LUIS
O B IS PO
(M CT) — I11 a two-day ex
travaganza that included a sleepover tor two, Jay and Dana
Hagan were joined by eight
other people tor a pool swim in
64-degree water, cocktails and
hors d’oeuvres on the terrace,
a billiards game and dinner in a
guest-house - all at Hearst C^istle.
“ I’ve waited my whole life to
do this!” Julie Hagan, the hosts’
sister-in-law, said Sunday as she
climbed out of the pool. She was
4 years old when she and her
family visited the ("astle, and “the
only things I remember were the
pools, because 1 couldn’t swim in
them. Now 1 can call my m oth
er and tell her 1 finally did it!”
1 he group alst> went on a
customized four-hour C'astle
tour, including the chance to
ring the carillon bells, all as part
i>f a 1riends t»f Hearst ('astle
.idventure the Hagans won m a
2<MiS f.-bav auction. I he Marin
i'ountv couple paid S27,2()6.
•••
FR ESNO, CA (M CT) —
1 11 .1 recession, it seems, people
eat more tortill.is and stop buy
ing riowers for their sweethearts
It's not actualh th.it sim
ple. but tortilla-makers laiule

MIAMI (M CT) — Former South Florida C!atholic
priest D,ivid Dueppen admits
he fathered a baby with a former stripper, and now wants
custody of the infant girl.
Dueppen, in court documents
filed m Mianii-Dade family court.
said he wants to be the primary
caretaker of baby Marilyn Epiphany, who w'as born in January.
“ He has never denied paternity for the child and he- would
like to he very involved in the
child’s life,” his attorney, Raymon Rafool, said Wednesday.
Rafool said Dueppen, 42,
should have custody of the child
at least 70 percent of the time.
• • •
W A SH IN G TO N
(M CT)
■Many Americans have been
putting oft doctors’ s'isits. forgoing medical tests and taking expiled medications to save money
over tlie past year, according to a
new poll by (Asnsmners Union.
The siirsey In the nonpartisan
organization found that 5 1 percent
of Americans haw "faced difficult
health eare ehoiees m the past war.”
Despite overwhelming eoneern about how to pay for health
eare, how ever, there's still no elear
publie or politieal eoiiseiisus
on how to overhaul the system.
The Senate I iiianee C!ommittee is expected to take a final
\'ote on its plan later this week
or early next week.

GUANTANAMO
BAY,
Cuba (MCT) — The Puerto
Rican National Ciuard is heading home soon and soldiers from
their Virgin Islands and Rhode Island counterparts are mobilizing
for yearlong tours at the detention
center President Barack Obama
said he would shut in January.
Commanders say they can still
systeiiLitically airlift all 223 detainees out of here, if the Obama
administration finds places to put
them. But they are preparing for
fresh forces to soon start patrolling the cell blocks, and how to
manage rebelling prisoners if a
missed deadline triggers unrest.
Long before the White 1louse
begrudgingly acknowledged that
it m.iy not meet its shut-down
date, the Pentagon was preparing for a longer prison camps stay.
• • •
KHARTOUM ,Sudaii (MCT)
— rhe Sudanese government dismissed as false a Washington Post report published last week describing
efforts by Kliartoum to recruit former US officials to work as lobbyists
to press Washington to lift s.mctions
.iiul remove Sudan from the list^iif
countries that sponsor terrorism.
The efforts haw so far been suecessful in attracting Robert MeL.iiianc, the former National Seem its .'Xdvi'or to Pivsident Ronald
Reagan, the newspaper reported
hilt in a manner that that would
nor re(.|unv disclosure on his part.

passing the previous record hold
ers: (ieorge H.W. Bush, who hit 15
countries in the year after he took
WASHINC'.TON -With his visit office in 1980, and (ierald Ford, who
to Denmark to pitch C'hicago as the also jetted off to 15 nations after tak
site for the 2016 summer Olympics, ing ortice midway through 1974.
President Barack Obama has now' vis
Those two w'ere just ahead of
ited more countries in his first year in Richard Ni.xon, who in 19G)9 became
office than any other president did. the first real globetrotting president
His one-day trek last week to Den when he went to a then-unheard of
mark —which tailed to persuade the 14 countries in his first 12 months.
International (Olympic C.omniittee to
Obama will add more be
award the games to his hometown — fore his first year anniversary.
made it the 16th country Obama has He’ll visit China, Japan, Singa
visited since Liking office on Jan. 20. pore and South Korea next month.
That pushed him into the top
This much international travel
spot as the country ’s top globetrot
ting leader in his freshman year.
see Travel, page 7
Steven T h om n ia
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President Barrack and family disembark Air Force One, August 23, 2009.
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MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNt
Map locating the Mojave National Preserve in Southern California; the U.S. Supreme
Court hears arguments on whether a cross on federal park land violates the Constitution.
M ichael D o y le

MC:( l AI C:HY NLWSl'AITKS
WASHINCiTON - A cross erect
ed in C-alifornia’s remote Moj.ive Na
tional Preserve captivated the Supreme
(A)urt on Wednesday, as tlie justices

clashed in a closely watched religion case.
The long-running dispute seemed to
divide the court along ideological lines,
liberals voiced skepticism about govern
ment’s support tor the cross memorial,
while conservatives suggested that they
have little problem with the I atin-style

cross, which was first installed 75 years ago.
“ I don’t agree that every time the
government allows one religious sym
bol to be erected it his to allow all reli
gious symbols to be erected m the same
place,” Justice Antonin Scalia told an
American Chvil Liberties Union lawyer.
Other justices, however, voiced concern
that the federal government’s entanglement
with the desert cross could violate the First
Amendment, which bars Congress from pass
ing any law“respectingan establishment of re
ligion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.”
The cross stands on federal land. Even
though Congress wants to transfer the
property to private owmers, federal fin
gerprints w'ould remain. The cross is a
designated national memorial, and even
after being transferred, the land could re
vert to government ownership eventually.
“How' can you say it’s completely disasso
ciated?” a dubious justice John Paul Stevens
asked the Obama administration’s top lawyer.
In turn. Solicitor Cieneral Elena Ka
gan said that simply posting signs indicat
ing that the cross is no longer on public
property could cure any First Amendment
concerns about the government en
dorsing a particular religious symbol.
“The government is perfectly happy
to put up signs which make it clear that
the plot in question will not in fact be
the government’s,” Kagan said, repeat

ing the point several times for emphasis.
The hourlong oral argument in the case,
now called Salazar v. Buono, was root
ed in the cross that the Veterans of For
eign Wars’ I )eath Valley Post 2SS4 erected
in l‘>34 atop Sunrise Rock. A plaque that
explained that the cross stood “in memo
ry of the dead of all wars” is now missing.
The cross has been replaced several times.
The current cross is described as “between
5 and H feet tall,” and is constructed of
4-inch-diameter pipes painted white. O itics say it sends a distinctly religious signal
that violates the constitutional prohibition
against government establishing religion.
“The cross is the predominant symbol of
Cdiristianity and it signifies that Jesus is the
son of (iod,” A(?LU attorney I’eter Eliasberg
told the court, adding,“ ! have been in Jewish
cemeteries, and I have never seen a cross.”
Sunrise Rock is part of the 1.h millionacre Mojave National Preserve, managed by
the National Park Service. It’s visible from
China ICoad, about 100 yards away. The
nearest town is China, population about 21.
In 1990, park olTicials denied a request
to erect a Buddhist shrine near the cross
and indicated their intention to remove
the cross. Chmgress blocked the move and
designated the cross a “national memorial
commemorating United States participasee Cross, page 7
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“Will you watch the MLB play
offs? Who are you rooting for?”

e w s
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Pakistan’s arm y objects publicly
to conditions on U.S. aid

L'oinpiled and photographed by Jennifer 1itcoinb

“Yes, I am (rooting for)'
the Dodgers. I think they
are

tlie

best team

in

baseball right now."
-John

ag-busi-

Wassio,

ness senior

"Yes. The Dodgers be
cause I’m from South
ern California."
-Michael Leipzig,

agricul

ture freshman
M( (.l , M ( H Y N t W S P A l T R S

Afzal “Lala” Khan is the leader of the lashkar (militia) in the Matta area
of the Swat region of Pakistan. He is pictured at his home, where he has
held out against the Taliban for two years.
"Yes, Dodgers because
it’s my hom e team and
Yankees

because

I’ve

liked them since I was
a kid.”

en
engineer

-M ichael Goym erac,

vironmental
ing junior

"I will not.

I’m

not a

baseball fan. It’s kind of
boring."
-Ravi S ahai, general en
gineering sophomore
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ISLAMABAD, ILikistan - l^kistan’s army said Wednesday that it has
“serious concern’’ over conditions
attached to a S1..S hillion-a-year U.S.
aid package that Cxingress approved
last month, marking a serious rupture
in relations with Washington just be
fore a planned military operation
against the Taliban and al-Qaida.
The dispute pits Pakistan’s pow
erful army against the fragile civilian
government of the Pakistan Peoples
Party, which has championed the
U.S. assistance deal. Pakistan’s po
litical opposition also opposes the
aid legislation, which awaits Presi
dent Barack Obama’s signature.
The aid bill, sponsored in the
Senate by Massachusetts Democrat
John Kerry and Indiana Republi
can Richard Lugar, was meant to
improve the U.S. image in Pakistan.
It requires monitoring and certifi
cation of Pakistan’s action against
terrorism and requires the country
to work to prevent nuclear prolif
eration and show that its military
isn’t interfering in Pakistani politics.
“Everyone wants aid. The prob
lem is the conditions, which are
tantamount to holding Pakistan
hostage to U.S. designs,” said Marvi
Memon, an opposition member
of parliament. “This is a complete
affront to national sovereignty.”
The furor appears to have caught
the Obama administration by surprise
and threatened the basis of its Paki
stan policy, which aims to bolster the
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civilian government, provide aid to
ordinary people in Pakistan and push
for action against Islamic extremism.
By contrast, the Bush administration
backed a military leader in Paki
stan and focused aid on the military.
The Pakistani military has said
that within days it will launch an
ofTensive in Pakistan’s Waziristan re
gion, the heart of the nation’s Islamic
insurgency and a refuge for Afghan
insurgents and Osama bin l aden’s
terror group. Washington has long
urged Islamabad to take control of
Waziristan, an ungoverned territory
on the border with Afghanistan that’s
almost entirely controlled by militants.
t')bama met with his senior na
tional security advisers Wednesday
to discuss strategy' toward Pakistan,
the latest in a series of White I louse
sessions on Afghanistan and Pakistan.
State Department spokesman Ian
Kelly said the Pakistanis shouldn’t
see the conditions attached to the
U.S. aid as diluting its authority.
“We are stewards of U.S. tax
payer funds. We have to build in
certain consultation mechanisms,
monitoring mechanisms,” Kelly said.
“These are in no way intended to
impinge on Pakistan’s sovereignty.”
With the Pakistani military nowjoining the parliamentary opposi
tion in hostility to the aid bill, how
ever, there was speculation that the
civilian government of President
Asif Ali Zardari could fall. Paki
stan was already in the grip of a
rising wave of anti-Americanism.
“Insult!”
was
the
front
page
headline Wednesday in

■

flic .News, .1 ILikistaiii daily.
The army’s top officers met to
discuss the legislation at a corps
coimiianders’ conference at the
militaiy head(,]uarters .it Rawalpindi.
file chief of army staff. (leneral
Ashf.Ki Kay.tni, “reiteratetl that Pakist.in IS a stn ereign state ,ind has .ill the
rights to analyze ,ind respond to the
tlire.it in actordance with her own
nation.il interests." said a statement
issiieil .ifter the Wedtiesd.iy meeting.
In P.ikist.in’s parliament, the
opposition made loud demands
to reject the .iid package. Prime
Minister Yousuf K.i/.i (iilani told
parliament that the LfS. legisla
tion w.is "not binding on us" and
said tli.it the army was "working
under the cisilian gowrnment."
" I his bill is .111 attempt by the
.Americ.in taxpayer to give socioeco
nomic aiil to the poorest sections of
Pakistani society.” saul Tarahnaz Ispahani.a member of parliament for the
ruling party and a top aide to Zardari.
“ It is an act of affirmation of a ni.ijor
democracy for another democracy.”
On a visit to Washington, Paki
stani foreign Minister Shah Mahmood (.^iireshi. speaking for the
country’s civilian political leader
ship, pl.iyed down concerns over
the aid bill and said most Paki
stanis see it as a “very strong sig
nal” of long-term U.S. backing.
“Yes, we could have issues with
language. Yes, it could have been
better-drafted,” Qureshi said in an
appearance at the Council on For
eign Relations. “Yes, some of the
sensitivities should h.ave been catered
(to). But the broad intention and the
objective of the bill I don’t think
anybody is in disagreement with.”
Frederick Jones, a spokesman
for Kerry, said the bill has “been
mischaracterized in some quar
ters.” He said there are no condi
tions attached to non-military aid.
“The conditions on military
aid don’t require anything of Paki
stan that isn’t already the stated
policy of the government and
opposition parties,” Jones said.
Pakistan is widely accused of
backing Taliban insurgent groups
in Afghanistan and militant groups
that target archenemy India. The bill
demanded that the “dismantling of
terrorist bases of operations” in areas
including Quetta, the Western Paki
stani city that’s said to house Mul
lah Omar, the founder and leader of
the Afghan Taliban, from where he
runs the so-called “Quetta shura,”
or leader council, of the Taliban.
Spokesmen for Kerry and
Lugar said Congress won’t re
visit the bill and that it’s on
course to be signed by Obama.
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Above, a map locating the 16 countries President Barack Obama has
visited so far this year; Obama has visited more countries in his first
year in office than any other U.S. president.

Travel
continuedfrom page 4

is a bit surprising for Obama, who
ran largely on a (ioinestic agenda,
such as overhauling health care.
Many of his overseas trips have
centered on international meetings,
such as the (i-20 economic summit
in England or a NATO summit in
France that focused on the kind of in
ternational partnerships that Obama
stressed as a candidate. Others have
included Obamas attempts to rebuild
international support for the U.S.,such
.IS his speech to the Muslim world
fmm Egypt, and a town hall meet
ing with college students in Turkey.
“They h.ive to travel,” said George
Edwards.a scholar ofthe presidency and
politic.al scientist at Texas AAM Uni
versity. “If you’re going to have meet
ings of major countric*s,you have to be
there. 1 don’t see any other tiption. C')f
course, there is discretion about which
countries you stop in on the way.”
Presidential travel abmad is a rela
tively recent part of executive iliplomacy.one that h.as accelerated in a*cent
years, particularly asjet travel has grown
easier, faster and more comfortable.
Theodom Koosevelt w.as the
first president t(^ travel outside the
U.S. while in office, visiting Panama.John E Kennedy was the first to
get his own presidential jet, a Boe
ing 707. George H.W Bush w.is
the first to have use of the specially
nuHlified Boeing 747 widebtxly.
T he costs of the trijss - lx>rne
by taxp.iyers - .ire difficult to measua\ but thes’re expensive. When
the president uses the familiar blueand-white a'configured 747 .is Air
Force One. it costs S1(M1,2I0 an
hour to operate, accoaling to the
Air f'orce. And that's just HIS plane.
rhere .ilso .ire c.irgo pl.ines. used
to fly in armored limousines, heli
copters. staff and other ei|uipment.
.IS well .IS the Secret Serx ice. A singU•\ir I (m e ( !-17 cargo jet. for ex.imple.
costs
.Hi hour, .iccording to
the ( (mgression.il Ifese.mh Service.
A tot.il of 7~ other aircraft were
used on one multi-countrs trip to
Asi.i b\ former President Bill ( linton
in 2 i m i o , .iccording to the Air force
limes, iikluding 14 G-I7 Globem.isters. 12 ( '.-.S ( i.il.iws, three ( i-14 1
Starlifters and two
Hercules.
AIK' News .It the time estimated
the cost of that trip at S.SO million.
The tot.ils also don't count
the costs of first lady Michelle
Obama's trips when she Hies .ibmad.
The
White
House

aily

S e n a to rs se e k jo b c re a tio n ,

President Barack Obama has visited 16
countries since Jan. 20, more than any
other president in their first year in office.

William Howard Taft
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N u m b er o f c o u n trie s visited
by firs t-ye ar p re sid e n ts

u sta ng

wouldn’t
comment
on
costs.
Benefits also are hard to gauge.
By one mcMsure, Obama has im
proved the U.S. brand. That could
be due to his personal diplomacy,
such as his speech from C'airo, Egypt,
or some of it, especially in the Is
lamic world, could be due to the
Bush administration’s departure.
“The image of the United States
has improved markedly in most parts
of the w'orld, retlecting global con
fidence in Barack Obama,” the Pew
Kesearch Genter said this summer
after polling 24 countries. “In many
countries, opinions of the United
States now are about as positive as they
were at the beginning of the decade,
before George W. Bush took office.”
Obama also has improved some
strained relations, notibly with Russia.
That, and especially Obama’s decision
to abandon plans for a ballistic mis
sile defense system in Eastern Eumpe,
likely helped bring Russia aboard in
pressuring Iran to open a secret nucle
ar facility to international inspection.
Yet Obama h.is failed to bring any
one to the table for peace talks in the
Middle East, European leaders have
turned a cold shoulder to his quest for
more tmops in Afghanistin, and he
still hasn’t found foreign governments
willing to uke .ill the foreign termr sus
pects held at Guantanamo B.iy, CUiba.
Also, despite polls showing impnned international sentiment towan.1
the US., Obama’s personal appeal not
only didn’t persuade the IOC' panel
to .iward the 2(H6 summer g.imc*s to
the U.S., but the U.S. bid also never
made it p.ist the first nnitul of voting.

WASHINGTON - A Sen
ate Democrat who’s been wor
ried about the impact of impend
ing climate and energy legislation
on manufacturing said Wednesd.iy that he’d back the historic
legislation if it contains enough
investment incentives and pro
tection for American businesses.
Sen. Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio,
said those provisions, combined
with limits on greenhouse gas
emissions, would unleash private
capital and create new businesses
and a vast number of new' jobs.
“Once we do that,”he said,“we’ll
spark a new industry m this country
like we haven’t done in a long time.”
Support from Brown and other
Democrats from industrial states
that are heavily dependent on
coal is crucial to muster enough
votes to pass the bill in the Senate.
In August, Brown led a group of
10 senators who wrote President
Barack Obama to say that a cli
mate bill had to protect American
manufacturing to win their sup
port. He said Wednesd.iy that the
Obama administration is helping
to craft a plan to protect energyintensive industries that would
face competition from countries
with no climate rules. Six indus
tries fit that profile — glass, alu

minum, cement, chemicals, paper
and steel —and Ohio has them all.
* The impact of climate and en
ergy legislation on business will
be a key part of the debate on a
proposed bill, set for later this fall.
Opponents charge that man
datory limits on greenhouse gas
emissions will devastate the econ
omy and kill jobs because it will
make coal, oil and natural gas
more expensive. On the contrary.
Brown, clean energy business ex
ecutives and administration offi
cials said Wednesday, the bill would
advance U.S. competitiveness in a
new global clean-energy industry.
Brown said that climate legis

lation should include provisions
to prevent disadvantages for U.S.
manufacturers, provide long-term
investment tax credits, put a price
on carbon emissions, require a por
tion of electricity to be generated
from renewable energy and help
workers transition to new jobs.
Obama and Sens.John Kerry, I )Mass., and Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.,
the bill’s sponsors, “understand
... that climate legislation simply
doesn’t work for reducing carbon
dioxide emissions if a company
closes down in Findlay, Ohio, and
moves to Shanghai, because car
bon emissions will get worse, not
to mention job loss,” Brown said.

■MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNK
Democratic leaders meet at the U.S. Capitol. From left are new
senators Jim Webb (D-VA), Bernie Sanders (1-VT), Amy Klobuchar
(D-M N) Senate M inority Leader Harry Reid (D -N V ), John Tester
(D -M T), Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and Sherrod Brown (D -O H ).

Cross
continued from page 7

tion in World War [.’’ Though the designation puts
the modest cross in the same league as iconic me
morials such as Mount Rushmore and the Lincoln
Memorial, Kagan sought to dismiss its significance.
The cross’s congressional allies want to give Sun
rise Rock to the private Veterans of Foreign Wars
in exchange for private land elsewhere. That would
leave the cross standing on a 1-acre doughnut hole
within the vast government-owned desert preserve.
“ It isno longer thegovernment’smessage,”Kagan said.
The man who’s challeng
ing the cross, Frank Buono, is
a retired park service employee
and a practicing Roman C'atholic. He says he doesn’t object to

the cross itself, but rather to the park service’s refusal
to allow other religious symbols at Sunrise Rock.
Even though one crucial issue is wheth
er Buono has the legal “standing” to challenge
the cross, the nine justices largely avoided ask
ing questions Wednesday about the standing issue.
Justices Stephen Breyer and Ruth Bader Ginsburg joined Stevens in voicing skepticism about
the government’s actions, while (diief Justice John
G. Roberts and Justice Samuel Alito joined Scalia in sounding more sympathetic to the cross.
Justices Anthony Kennedy and Soma Sotomayor didn’t tip their hands during questioning,
and Justice Clarence Thomas was silent as usual.
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DTB mixes up Thursday nights w ith a DJ spinoff

N ikol Schiller
MUSIANC; I>AI1Y

As part of their goal to return
Thursday to its status as the best bar
hopping night of the week. Down
town Brewing C'oinpany liopes to
draw in a crowd as they kick off
the first round of their month-long
CT'iitral C^rast DJ C'ompetition to
night. In a bracket-style contest,
two DJs will fice off every Thursd.iy from now until Nov. l ‘>, battling
to win S2,500 and the chance to be
Downtown Brew’s “resident” DJ for
the. next year.

DJs will be judged by anony
mous in-house judges and a crowd
ballot that will run from 12:30 a.m.
to 1:00 a.m.The DJ with the high
est total votes will move up in the
bracket.
Monte Sch.iller, Downtown
Brew’s event coordinator and pro
motions manager, said that after re
ceiving a hefty stack of 50 applica
tions, the managers thought about
adding more DJs to the competi
tion than originally planned. They
decided to stick with Inning only
eight DJs for this year’s contest.The
eight chosen were picked to com

pete based on their distinct mixing
skills.
“We’ve got video DJs mi.xed in
there; we’ve got people who mix in
punk rock or reggae. There’s a huge
spectrum. It’s going to be really in
teresting because they’re definitely
not all cookie-cutters,” Schaller
said.
Take a look at the DJs scheduled
to compete over the next month.
DJ D on k (T he Local)

Twenty-one year old San Luis
Obispo native, DJ Donk has been
mixing since he bought used turn

^tenner Qlen
Student Living at its finest
Short Walk • Large Rooms • Low Cost • Great Food
www.stennerglen.com

tables when he was 15 years old.
Soon after he experimented with
DJing, he joined a local hip hop
group called the 40oz Freaks and
performed with big-name artists
like E-40 andjedi Mind Tricks. Af
ter hearing about the DJ competi
tion, Donk turned in his application
with the hopes of networking with
other 1)Js.
“I’m not motivated by the prizes,
but more the opportunity to con
nect with new people and work
with other professional DJs,” he said.
Bumped for the contest, DJ Donk
can’t wait to start spimving tracks
to win over the crowd. “1 have no
doubt that 1 can keep them enter
tained.”
DJ Slick (T he Artist)

This San Diego graffiti artist can
be heard mixing beats on Wild 106.1
and found on Wednesday and Frid,iy
nights turning tables at The Ciraduate in San Luis Obispo. DJ Slick got
into mixing tracks at underground
raves in Southern California at a
young age.
“As a Craffiti artist, hip hop cul
ture was a part of my lifestyle, so 1
guess you can say the love of the
arts inspired me at a young age to
pursue my musical branch,” he said.
“Turntables and a mixer became my
new paint and canvas.”
Inspired by pioneer hip-hop DJ
Crandmaster Fhish, Slick “almost
passed out” when he got to meet
the legend in San 1)iego. This 1)J
veteran of 14 years is gtnng into the
competition to inspire other DJs to
“‘dig’ the crates” to find songs they
normally wouldn’t play and have
fun with the crowd. Slick can’t wait
to pump up the crowd with another
DJ. “I’m actually excited to share
the stage with my boy Dj Donk,”
Slick said.

ed to get back into the groove when
he moved to the CT'iitral CTxist. He
says he’s very versatile in his music
selection and will “play whatever
gets the dance Hoor going.” Tony
A m.iy be new to the area, but he’s
confident in his DJing abilities.
“1 know I’m going against some
he,ivy hitters,” he said.“ l think 1def
initely have what it takes to win it.”
DJ Sol (T he C ity Slicker)

C'iriginally from Los Ange
les, 24-year-old 1)J Sol now spins
tracks at Native Lounge in San Luis
(Obispo. Sol draws inspiration from
DJ Spryte, a Hollywood DJ.“He alw.iys puts on a good show and he is
a super humble guy,” Sol said. Also
influenced by the sounds of 1)r. 1)re
and DJ Quik, Sol tries to keep the
crowd on their feet.
“1 try to incorporate quick mix
ing, lots of tricks, scratching, loops,
smooth transitions and 1 incorpo
rate a variety of music from all sorts
of genres. 1 try to think of the next
four or five songs that I am going to
play to make it a smooth transition,”
he said.
DJ Katchafiya- (T h e Rastafar
ian)

Voted as runner-up for best DJ
on the central co,ist by New Times,
1)J Katchafiya blends reggae beats
with other music genres like hip
hop and rock. Inspired by reggae
king Bob Marley, Katchafiya’s mi.xes
pay tribute to Jamaica, the founda
tion of reggae music. He has opened
for Bob Marley’s son, Stephen Marley, roots-reggae band Steele Bulse
and Jamaican-born Don CLirlos.
Katchafiya can also be found spin
ning at local spots such as Farm
er’s Market, local cafes, and school
events.
DJ C .flo (T h e V id eo DJ)

T h e Beat
D uo)

Freakz

(D y n a m ic

DJ Tommy (iunz. and DJ Swift
have teamed up to create The Beat
Freakz, a set of cousins who have
been turning tables together for al
most eight years.
“When we spin together there’s
little verbal communication between
us. I know where he’s goin’and vice
versa. We just get in the zone and
put it down and h.ive a good time
while were doin’ it,” Swift said.
This duo gets their most recent
music mixing inspiration from Ital
ian DJ artist (»igi Barocco, who
Tommy (ninz says is “puttin’ it
down dirty.” Though they’re com
peting to become local DJs, these
cousins hope their music will take
them overseas.
“Our goal is to pl.iy in Asia in
2011). It’d be dope to pl,iy anywhere
over there. They get down and the
clubs are hype,” DJ Tommy (ninz
said.

$39.99 Denim Sale

Skinny • Boot Cut • Straight Leg • Flare • Skinny • Boot Cut • Straight Leg • Flare

DJ Tony A (T h e O utsider)

After relocating from San 1)iego,
I )J Tony A recently opened Bierside
Seafood Kestaurant in Bisino Beach.
He took a break from DJing after
mixing beats for 10 years but decid

As Mother’s Tavern and Native
Lounge DJ resident, DJ C.Ho may
get to add Downtown Brew to his
list of residencies after this compe
tition is over. C'oming all the way
from Oregon, C.Ho brings a whole
new element to his music by adding
music video clips to go along with
his mixes. Online he has received
more than two million views on his
video remixes. Inspired by the Baka
Boyz Hip-Hop Master Mix radio
show, he was voted number one club
DJ in the New Times Best of SLO
2009 edition.While CLHo enjoys the
competitive part of the contest, he
has dollar signs in his eyes.
“I’m in it for the $2,500.That’s a
chunk of change I can’t not try for,”
he said.
DJ O so M ighty (T he H ouse
Party DJ)

Starting his DJ career at high
school parties in southern Califor
nia, DJ Oso Mighty h.is brought his
mixing skills to the clubs and bars
of central CLilifornia. Oso Mighty is
part of an alliance of 1)Js called the
Mixaholics. (Aiming from a family
of musicians, Oso Mighty consid
ers music a lifestyle rather than a
hobby.
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Zesty citrus will liven your food
w hen you’re eating a piece of

chicken breast or some leftover
pasta do you ever wonder how you
could improve the Havor in a fast
way that will not make you start
from scratch? The simple answer is
add a bit of citrus. 1 know you’re
thinking that lime-flavored pasta or
tangerine Havored chicken sounds
weird but it’s actually surprisingly
good and takes only a small amount
of time to prepare. A little squeeze
of lemon or zest of an orange can

IE KITCHEN]
BETHANY A B E U O N

make the blandest of foods turn
into little masterpieces bursting
with flavor and vitamins. 1 hope
from reading this you will come to
love citrus the same way I do.
I often come home from school
tired and don’t want to spend all
night making dinner, so 1 turn to
my trusty oven and pre-heat it to
350 degrees Fahrenheit. In a shal
low glass pan, I put some olive oil,
some properly defrosted chicken
breasts (defrosted in the fridge not

Feed your future
See how more than 29,000 people are
working together to help inspire change.
Begin at www.pwc.tv
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the counter or in hot w'ater), some
Mrs. Dash’s C'diicken Cirillmg sea
soning blend, light Italian dressing,
and then pour in enough orange
juice or tangerine juice to partial
ly submerge my chicken. I let the
oven do its job, and after two hours
1 cut into a piece to make sure it
is not pink m the middle (smaller
pieces may cook hister). This is a
simple recipe that turns my bor
ing chicken breast into a savory
piece of poultry. With a little rice
pilaf and some veggies on the side,
1 have a dish that tastes great and
will give me leftovers for days.
Some of us don’t have two
hours to wait or are just too hun
gry, so here is an even easier recipe.
Throw leftover pasta and chopped
pre-cooked chicken in a bowl and
microwave it for a minute or so.
Add a little olive oil, squeeze or
zest a small amount of your fa
vorite citrus fruit (the zest is the
outer layer of a citrus fruit that
you would normally peel away and
you can even use those pre-juiced
lemons or limes), and add salt and
pepper to make a simple pasta sans
sauce. 1 do not like pasta sauce that
much so this is a great substitute
for it and it is a great way to utilize
leftovers.
For those who enjoy taking
more time to cook and being more
adventurous 1 recommend stir fry
ing or sautcung some chicken or
sea food and veggies (my favorite
combination is chicken or shrimp
— 1 know shell fish is not kosher
but it 1 eat it anyway) and adding
whatever citrus fruit you feel like.
Add the juice, the zest, or even cut
up the entire fruit and cook it with
your meat and veggies. You can
even add your leftover pasta right
back in the pan with the stir fry if
you want to use up those leftovers.
It adds some pizzazz to your meal
• and brings out a lot of the natural
flavors in foods.
Cooking with citrus is not the
only way they can be used. Have
you ever found that cutting a piece
of fruit too soon can cause brown
ing? The fruit’s inside is exposed
to oxygen which causes a reaction
to change the color. Adding some
lemon juice to a cut up piece of
fruit can limit and sometimes pre
vent the browning from occurring.
Most of us also eat citrus fruits
such as grapefruits and mandarins
by themselves which give us a great
source of vitamin i '. and can help
hydrate us since they are mostly
made of water.
All in all. the simple lemon that
used to just make you lemonade
has many more functions than you
could imagine. Fry one of these
recipes or even create your own.
( atrus fruits .nul juices .ire gener
ally che.ip .nul can be found in any
grocery store. 1he best p.irt is the\
.ire low in c.ilories and make unir
tmnl taste delicious.
File next time you're in a rut
looking for that special ingredient
to make your food taste better, grab
a piece of citrus and let the juices
flow because a little citrus goes a
long way.
lictlhw)’ Ahehov is (t food sdctice
senior ami Mustani^ Daily food coluninist.
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Film festival to address variety
of environmental concerns
E rin H urley
\U SI

|)MIS

A lumibcr ot fonionijnir.iry
(.‘iiviroiinKMit.il issiK’s from anniiul
tiiv world w ill 1h‘ .kidrossod in film
during tliv scfoiid .nmu.il Los P.idivs I invstwMtvli "Wild and Svi.'n u " 1 ilni 1ostiwil. (¡lob.ll ro[iiis
ranging from w ildlifi.' pivscrwition
to protV(.tiiig viui.mgt'ivd species
will be eovered in sewn different
short films, \-oted as favorites .it
the event's main festival in Newid.i
( Mtv, CLiliforni.i.
■■I hese films toiu h on ni.niy of
the ciirrent eiivironmental issues
that we ( ' . 1 1 1 relate to here in our
own eonnnunity. like watersheds
or ocean protection," said Diane
Devine, iMirestwateh development
coordinator. “ They also reach out
and address issues from around the
world, which we hope w ill inspire
our viewers. "
f orestwatch is a nonprofit or
ganization located in Santa Bar
bara that works to protect the Los
Padres National Forest and spread
awareness about protecting ptiblic
lands all along the Cientral Cioast.
1 he organization’s use of scien
tific evidence and legal tactics to
accomplish its goals has made it a
prominent environmental group
in the area.

"O ur hope is tli.it we motn.ite
people to t.ike .m interest in our
wtirk .md 111 the n.itur.il work!
just outside their back door." s.iid
1K‘\me.
jolm Ll.iherty is co-owner of
( entr.il (io.ist ()utdoors, ,i (OiiK
p.my th.it pl.iiis outdoor adwiiture tours and v.K.itioiis. s.iid he is
pleased to see this t\pe of e\ent
coming back to S.m I uis ( )bispo,
"We feel stronglv about em iroiiiiieiit.il groups like (Lorcstss.itch) who sh.ire our environ
mental interests and sallies. " he
s.iid, "We trv to help groups like
these and we're li.ipps to ha\e this
opportunity (to be .i sponsor)."
Lor v.irious enironnient.il inter
est groups on campus, this type of
event is a way to bring comple.x
issues to the student body.
"It's great th.it the org.mization
is reaching out m this way, " Siizie
C'uff, president of the Association
of Liivironmental Professionals,
a club on campus that advocates
environmental awareness and or
ganizes activities like creek clean
ups, said. “7 he issues that the films
are about are really important ...
1 really hope the festival will get
the lines of communication open
among students about the issues.”
Ma’ayan Bennaim of the Em
power Poly Ciioalition, a coalition

of groups on c.mipiis th.it focus
on promoting sust.im.ibilitv, s.iid
he is "re.illy gl.id th.it the school
is reaching out in this w.w. Lhe
films seem to cover .i wide range
of toj'ics that w ill lielp .k tiv.ite the
student commumts to m.ike .i dif
ference w hile .liso eiitert.iiniiig."
Lhe fesm .il w ill be held on Lri-

HEAR IT .
SEE IT .
WATCH IT .

day. ( >ct. in thè Sp.mos 1 he.itre.
Lorestw.Iteli will host a reception
.md bave seser.il r.itfles .md inforni.Itimi,il booths tor .ittendees
,it
p.m. betöre s( reemng thè
tiliiis ,it 7:.Vi p.m. 7 ickets .ire Sin
for .idults . u k I S.S tor children. .md
c.in he purch.iscd on c.impus at thè
Sp.mos Lhe.itre.

CLICK IT .
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In a scene from “7'he Last D ecent,” a white water kayaking group floats
down the Marsyangdi River in Nepal, a river that is threatened hy largescale hydroelectric project.
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Fa Job Fair Next W eek
Wednesday and Thursday, October 14 & 15,2009
Chumash Auditorium
9;30am - 1:30pm Networking
1:30pm -4:30pm Interviews

Open to all majors!
Meet with employers with career, Co-op and Internship positions!
For job descriptions and the complete list of employers, logon to
my.calpoly.edu, click on Mustang Jobs and look under Events.
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"Ifyou break a pinky promise you hove to
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Obama’s alleged indecision is
actually calculated response
That’s hardly a movement.
America is moving toward re
form, and that’s where we’ve been
headed since we elected Obama.
It m.iy seem .is though he isn’t ac
complishing what he promised on
the campaign trail, like shutting
down Ciuantananio Bay, getting our
troops out of Irat], and allowing the
Patriot Act to sunset — as Saturday
Night Live noted last weekend.
But there’s a reason we didn’t
by Stephanie England
choose a sw'aggering, overly confi
dent, impulsive man to be president.
Lest w'e forget, the Bush presidency
“ lie jjair a {rlamonr to the task
very good at being glamorous in is responsible for every situation
That he encountered and saw
their opposition.
the Obama administration is try
throne’ll,
Michelle Bachmann never tails ing to improve today. And I think
lint little of ns did he ask,
to make headlines when she opens there’s a ease to be made that a lack
A n d little did we ever do.
her month. Just last week she made of rumination and thoughtfulness
.■ind what appears i f we review
a statement on the House Hoor is behind many of President Bush’s
ih e season when we railed and
that if public option health care is mistakes.
chaffed?
passed, tax dollars will be funneled*
I appreciate that, according to
It is the face of one who knew
into “sex clinics,” where teenage the NY Times, Obama gath
That we were learnint’ while we
girls will be able to get abortions ered lawmakers at the White
laughed. ”
without notifying parents.
House Tuesday to discuss
— Edwin Arlington Kohinson,
That’s an absolutely false claim troop options in Afghani
from "The Master”
— but it didn't cause her to be stan, and he told them,
ostnicized from serious national “No one feels more
E.A. Robinson’s poem was news organizations; instead, she urgency to get this
written shortly after the (avil War made an appearance on Larry King right than I do.” And
from the perspective of those who Live Tuesd.iy night, where she said, the NY Times also re
opposed President Lmeoln, and I "people gt) where they think they're ports that he told lawthink it beautifully echoes the cur going to liear the truth.” She went niakers'Mie wanted to ‘dis
rent political climate m America. on to insinuate that I imhaiigh and pense with the straw
The Republican I'arty reriects such ('ilenn Beck speak the trutli.
man argument that
vitriolic tippositum to President
"If you look for a critical mass, this IS about either
Obama's health care reform, and that's the movement, that's the di douhling down or
thev criticize his sci'ininglv inde rection that the critical mass is go le.ivmg .Afghani
cisive .ittmiilc row.ird incrc.ising ing. .And the .Americ.in people .nv stan."
troops in Atglianistaii. while con- \ er\ Mii.irt people.' vhe continued.
1le's pros mg
iciiienti' offeriiiL: nothing thcniB.iclim.inn essviiti.ilK beliews that he doesn't
ci\ cs
that tlie loy.il Repnhlii ail Mipportei s think in rtTiiis
■'«''t I't the rights opposition '"the critical mass", are .issociating of false dl
's ills rmm puiuiits sucli .is ( ¡Icnn their ideology witli Beck and I ini- l'll Oto nil es.
^ccK ,iui Rush 1 mib.iugii. .nui b.uigh. But tli.it'' 'imply ,i f.iiua's of .lini
were
I'om 'C..iicrs in the House .uui the right. As King uiiickK poiiiti d not .K'ciis■•n.ite. like l.nc v,'.iiitor. Mu lielle out t'li that cpis(>de. onl\ .ibcuit twt
toniod to
iLicliinann. John Hoeinier. ,md percent of the population tune iiitc: this sort of
Miti i: McC amnell. .•\nd thev're pniuiit' like 1 imb.uigli ,ind Beck.

decision-making in the White
House. He’s more interested in so
lutions that will actually solve our
problems than making sloppy ad
justments. And while he appears to
be indecisive, he is simply weighing
his tiptions and choosing not to be
reactive but responsive.
As long as nemocratic Senators
and C'ongressmen push through
the legislation for which they were
elected, such as health care reform
and protecting jobs, the middle
class, and the poor, they will come
out on top in the 2010 election.
And what Robinson said of
President Lincoln’s detractors will
be said of President Obama’s. When
they pause to reflect on this worn
path they’re walking, where they
“railed and chaffed” against the
President’s plans, they will see the
face of President Obama, who was
schooling them all along.

tiling from ser.itcli does not allow
tor .issumptions tli.it can be nude
using evolutionary theorv. lo argue
tlut tlie t)iily w.iy ftir one to pr.ietiee their religion is to deny ye.irs
of experiment .md progress is fall.ieious. No. science nuy not know the
I
cannot understand lu»w somephilosophical Ultimate Trutli. But it
one wht) IS arguably intelligent and can. and does, give you many of the
h.is gone timnigh proper seliooling prov.ihle rules t>f the phvsical world
can make this argument. If yon really you live in. It doesiA’t try tell you the
want beliefs taught m tlie schools, Ultimate Spiritual Truth, and that is
especially in the sciences, you will w h.it separates seienee fnim a'ligion.
have to realize wliat your "tlietirv” And to teach a Monotheistic based
of evolution has done. It h.is allowed theory aloiigsiile science shows prefus to find ancestral similarities, and ea-iu e to a specific set of religions,
test pliarm.iceuticals on animals which goes .»gainst the disestablish
other than humans. It allows ns to ment <if a State religion.
find the ancestor of' a bacteria or a
virus that causes disease so we can
, — Shatwon
find the point of origin. It alkiws
Response to “American education
twists Jefferson’s intent”
us to make drugs, and to genetically
modifs- organisms. The fact that lifeforms have the abilitv’ to evolve, and
Might I ask, Mr. Tsoi, that you
that we know many of the mecha be more careful in your assumptions
nisms allowed for leaps in medical when fornuil.iting an argument?Y»nir
science. What has intelligent design .»rgument hinges on the assumption
done? Nothing. The belief that an that your pmfessor’s statement leads
unknown being has cmated cvery- to the conclusion “that each perstin

do vtni supptise th.it we incorporate
a'ligioiis teaching w ithout impinging
upon the free exercise of others'religi»iii? Additionally, since we would
.ilw.iys need an oppiising viewpoint
for a critical evaluation of the truth,
how are we to teach all religions in a
class? Is it tinly yours that matters?

The

Lens

has a belief system that is vinlv true
for him " 1lowever. \ou ignore the
possibilia th.it one’s personal value
set of values could be w rong, consv'(.|uently resulting in the Kirmation
of an uiiten.ible value judgment.
Putting this .»side, your calls for the
ts-.»ehiiig of Intelligent Design must
he predic.ited on a misunderstaiHlmg
of the purpose of a science course.
Intelligent Design merely attempts
to infuse seienee with unsuhstanti•ited religious rhetoric and falls vic
tim U) the same criticisms it makes
of evolution by failing to account for
the emergenee »if a complex CCre
ator. Seienee is for verifiable facts,
,md presently, ev'olutionary is the
consensus of the seientifie eommunirv'. Intelligent Design might h.»ve a
role in a philostiphy course tir some
other ctnirse on the history of ideas,
but it has lU) role in science. Lastly, it
erroneous to call for the abolition of
laws concerning the “establishment
of a'ligitin or pmhibition theaof.”
EVEN IF Jefferson’s intention w.is
not to establish a solid wall of separa
tion betw'een C!him h and State, how

Stephanie
Tnc’land
is an Ln^lish senior and
Mustaiii’ Daily political
columnist.

— Keith Goodwin

Response to “American education
tw ists Jetfersiiii’s intent ”
Mr. Tsoi's arguments and ide.is are
contrarv' to practical reality, and are
obviously based on reasoning found
ed in religiously indoctrination.
— Anonymous

Response to “American educa
tion twists Jefferson’s intent”
S O r iit'I h e .\lustanci Daily features se
lect comments that are written in resfhmse
to articles pr’sted online. ! hom^h not all the
irsfHm.ses are printed, the .\ Instancy Daily
prints comments that are coherent and fos
ter intelliçient discussion on a ifiivn subject.
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A nother attem p t to
tap dow n A fghan
d ru g trade
A ziz A hm ad Tassal
MCCLATCHKY-TRIBUNE

With the season for planting pop
pies approaching, Afghan fanners are
considering their options.
Faced with plunging prices
caused by oversupply of the raw
material used in opium production,
coupled with intensified efforts to
stamp out production of the illegal
crop, an increasing number of grow
ers are producing wheat instead of
poppy.
Helmand Province is still the lead
ing producer of opium in the world.
But officials report that poppy culti
vation was down 33 percent in 2009
compared with the previous year.
1lelniaiid (lov. Ciulab Mangal says
the decline is partly due to his Food
Zone program, which distributes
seeds, fertilizer and equipment to
farmers who grow wheat and other
food crops rather than poppy.
"1 he Food Zone program en
couraged people not to grow pop
py," Mangal said. "It shows that se
riousness, a regular plan and good
management can have an effect."
Salim Zinaryal, an adviser to the
governor, said enforcement of the
law against illegal drugs also played
a role. "We raised public awareness
by talking to religious leaders and
soliciting their opinion about the
illegality of poppy." he said. "We
also conducted a campaign through
the medi.i. In .iddition, we distrib
uted seeds, and got seriinis .ibout
impleiiientmg tiie law. \X'e punished
smugglers and confiscated the tools
needed for harvesting. We seized and
burned opiuin .Ml of these measures
contributed to the decrease."
1he fight against opium poppy m
1lelmand has been a long and diffi
cult one, w ith uneven results. Much
of the land still under cultivation is
in areas controlled by the faliban and
other insurgent groups; still more is
protecteil bv corrupt police or gtnernment officials.
And while Afghan officials are
iiuick to claim credit for the decline,
others point to market factors that
are prompting some farmers to give
up the illegal crop.
Because poppy production in
creased .It a st.iggermg rate between
2(MI4 and 2<MI9, oversupply has
prompted prices to plunge in recent
months. A kilo of opium tod.iy sells
for about S4H, or oite-third of w hat
It cost |ust two years ago.
Faced w ith such an ecoiu>mic re
ality, some farmers simply decided to
sw itc h to w heat or other crops.
"We are not going to cultivate
poppy anymore," .said Bismillah, a
resident of Nad .-Mi. "It has made us
poor. We don't have w heat or h.iy
for our animals because we grew
poppv." Other fanners, however, said
they had been offered no incentives
by the government to abandon pop
pv cultivation and so have decitled
to continuing producing the illegal
drug.
"The government gave us noth
ing." said Abdul Bari, a resident of
Cdiaimirza village in Nad All district.
"We spoke with the government's
representative, but he told us that we
were too late in requesting assistance.
So we grew poppy."
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Bari doesn't seem concerned
about a government crackdown.
"We are just as strong as the gov
ernment. We harvested our fields
and nobody interfered. 1 harvested
140 kilograms and 1 will plant it
again this year. It is like cash, 1 can
sell it whenever 1 want to."
Cftber farmers are also weigh
ing their decision.
"I am not happy to grow poppy,
but what else can 1 do?" saiti Slier
Agha, a farmer in Nawa district.
"C'fther crops do not bring in as
much income. Opium might be
cheap at the moment, but the price
will go up later. There is good
money in opium."
Agha was offered a chance to
join the Food Zone program last
year but declined. " They gave us
wheat last year, but we stuck with
poppy," he said. "When the (pop
py) eradication team came to our
village, we gave them about S4.S()(l
and they left our crop alone. We
are still thinking about what to do
this year _ we have not yet made a
decision."
1 he program is accused of be
ing rife w ith corruption.
"'fliis multi-million dollar proj
ect is going into the pockets of a
very small number of people," said
Abdul Ah.ki 1lelniandw.il. a tribal
leader in I lelmand. "I am critical
of It for many re.isoiis. First, they
promised to distribute high-quali
ty fertilizer, which costs SS..30 per
sack. Instead, they are giving tnit
an inferuir product, w hich vou can
buy 111 the market tor less than S.3
a sack."
llelniandwal suspects th.it offi
cials are pocketing the difference.
" Fills is just the same as four
years ago. w hen there was a project
to p.iy farmers not to grow poppy,"
he said. "Most of the money went
to people inside the process, who
had never grow n one acre of pop
py, but received thousands tif dol
lars. I his process is also corrupt."
(iowrnor Mangal denies the
corruption allegations. The gover
nor acknow ledges, however, that a
carrot-and-stick approach is need
ed in the province.
"We want to meet w ith the dis
trict governors soon so that they
take this issue seriously," Mangal
said. " riiey should tell the peiiple
that anyone who cultivates poppywill be arrested and imprisoned
and his equipment will also be
taken from him."
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Shield law must
pass for press to
remain protected
m c i : l a i c :h e y

- t iu iiu n e

The Obama administration's
efforts to impede Senate approval
of a law designed to protect re
porters from punishment if they
refuse to divulge confidential
sources are both surprising and
utterly disappointing.
As a candidate. Sen. Obama
endorsed the "media shield" that
allows courts to decide whether
a confidential source deserv'es
protection. (So did Sen. John
McCkiin, the Kepublican con
tender.) As a senator, Obama co
sponsored an earlier version of
the bill that the Senate Judiciary
C!ommittee is considering.
Now that he's the decider.
Obama has developed cold feet.
Last week, he let lawmakers know
that he wanted the bill changed
in a way that would cripple key
provisions on when and how to
invoke protections for reporters
and their sources. This would gut
the essential provisions of the
proposed law.
No one disputes that there
are instances when the govern
ment slunild have the right to
compel information to safegu.ird
the public. I hat is whv all ver
sions of the bill offer ,i qu.ilitied.
r.ither than absolute privilege,
with courts pros idmg meaning
ful judicul review to determine
when the "media shield" should
m ine into play.
It also requires prosecutor^
to make reporters the last stop,
not the first stop,' for finding the
source of information. More im
portant. it offers a balancing test
that weighs the needs of the governnient for information against
"the public interest in gathering
news and maintaining the free
flow of information."
Obama apparently decided
he didn't want any of this after
meeting last week with his na
tional security team. I he admin
istration has proposed changes
that would eliminate the balanc
ing test in cases deemed "signifi
cant" to national security. Judges
would be instructed to be def
erential to government claims

WHAT’S YOUR

RAN
YOU WRITE IN.

WE
INVESTIGATE.
m ustangdailywire@ gm ail.com
mtStaia

about the significance o f a leak.
The Judiciary Committee
should quit trying to work with
the White House and approve
the bill as is. A version has passed
in the FToiise. That would oblige

President Obama to openly oppose the media shield he once favored or veto it when it comes to
his desk.
Ideally, he would embrace a bill
he once backed.
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get it

Like books? I.ikc people? Outlet
bookstt)re seeks reliable PT sales
assoe. Must have wide knowledge
ot b(Hiks/authors/retail sales +/or
superv isory experieiiee. Apply at
D. \V, Pages/ Crown Books Pisnio
Beach Prime Outlets ste. 110.
No Phone calls.
Harn Lxtra Money
Students needed ASAP
liarn up to $150 per day being a
mystery shopper
No lixperience Required
Call 1-800-722-4701
AUDIO THC’H Recently moved.
Need a person to set up home the
ater & stereo system in SLO. Pay
and time Ilexible. 544-4380

Housing

Announcements

Male sophomore looking for som e
one to share Nice 2bdrm, 2bath
condo. $7()0per/m. hot tub and
pool. 1.5 mi from school contact
by phone: (650) 3W -6073

Single, smart Bmed girl
looking for a hot guy, call
Neggin at: (650) 248-4754

For Sale

Help Wanted

Sweet mini rex rabbits tor sale.
$20. They are great pets, easy to
handle & we have lots o f differ
ent colors! Call (408) 513 4148 or
email mlewingCo'calpoly.edu

GRHAI' DKAL 2 Bl)RM/2 BATH
IN SAN TA MARCiARTPA MOBILE
HOME PARK. $39,4()(). CAl.L
CiLENN HORN .ACADEME GMAC
REAL. ESTATE
440-4295

Drafting machine board, table &
extra scales erasers compass &
misc. items $200 o.b.o
brand-vemco

R obin’s S k incaxe

®

& Wa x i n g

*

Students! Sell you stuff in the
Daily, fo r free! Make a shout out
to someone special, fo r free!
just e-mail you classilied to:
mustangduilydassiKeds@gniuil.eoin

Make a statement.

creations

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!
•Spray Tons $35
•$5 of' Waxing S. fadaiS'!-!. rj^ing
.i
Bring Student ID
Curiveriiently locoied inEqu!rb("jrn Fitness
s,all 905.541,1100
9930 Broad Street, SiO

l.aptop Repair
WWW', laptoprepair.com
Student Discount
Fast Turnaround
(818)973-1066

"Cfic E x p ressio n ists invite
all to their first club meet
ing! come to 186-c300 on the
21stat8:()()pm!

YOGURT

' ■

Travis, I spent all day vv/ a
handsome guy <3 M.

J.(mOLL

YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR

TEXT NOTIFICATION

ign up @ ws*iW.:lovcyOgurt'.:reatioris,.;
A'LWAYS FRE'iH ALWAVS THE BES ’

Screen Printing & Embroidery

Earn $100-S200/shift, No experience
necessary. International Bartender
School will be back in SLO one
week only. Day/Eve. Classes. Job
placement pt. time/full time openings,
limited seating, call today!

Wed & T)iurs
Tues & Fri
Sat

7am -5pm

8 0 5 .5 4 3 .9 7 4 4

8:30am -5pm
6:30am -1pm

1261 Laurel Lane
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

WELL, YOU SAID
YOU WANTED TO DO
SOMETHING CREATIVE /o
FOR OUR FIRST DATE / o

SU I d o I k u

She KcUi Hork Sim es
Crossw ord

37 Popular
newspaper
columnist who
writes for Good
Housekeeping

8 Where “Thy will
be done," in a
prayer
15 Parts of irises
16 Cheap cafe
17 Scheme
18 Like outcasts
19 Balkan land
20 Canadian prov.
on Atlantic Time
21 Previously called
22 Desert water
source
24 Big 12 sch,
26 Bleed (for)
29 II can turn up
heads
30 Rifle part
33 Skate pad
34 Profitability, for a
business >
35 Not just a b*

«

39 Sense of "wow"
40 Tricky highway
maneuvers
42 _ _ fault
43 Checks for
accuracy
44 W here a hole
may develop
45 Town in W.W. II
headlines
46 Counterpart of
Thanafos, in
Freudian
psychology
47 Not here
48 Stashes
50 Plant bristle
52 Tiny bit
53 Not authentic
57 World capital
known locafly as
Krung Thep
Mahanakhon

ANSWER TO HHEVIOUS PUZZLE

aprili^jcarroil.com

M ark R oetker

HERE'S YOUrT
CHECK, SIR

36 “___ always say

595-1000
email questions to.

$12 HAIRCUTS

1-800-859-4109 www.bart8mtusa.bi

Across

jcarroll.com

SLO TOWN BARBER SHOP

n ^ R A H S ÏE Ë S I ^ E D E D

1 English poet
Coventry
who wrote “The
Angel in the
House”

We re not just shirts!
Hats, polos, jackets..
Check out our website!

Edite(j by Will Shortz

©
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60 Overused soap
opera plot
device

6 3 4

61 Not to the point,
say
62 Swordplay, e.g.
63 Runs down
64 Sack and others

1

3

4

5

Down

3

1 Have heat
2 Ending with buck
3 ___ place
4 Item on a chain
5 Twin Tony
whose #6 jersey
was retired
6 "Auto accessory
7 S ioux Falls-toCedar Rapids
dir.
8 Dwell
9 Soft drink since
1924
10 LiquidR Clair
1 1 __Taylor
(clothier)
12 ‘ Crewman on
the tail of a
bomber
13 Comer
14 Fictional Mr.
20 '"Cheers!” ... or
a hint 1o
answering this
puzzle's five
starred clues
23 Sweat
24 "Aha!"
25 "My dear fellow”

P u z z le s b y P a p p o c o m

9

4

■f

9

-1 J
5'
5
7

'4
6
50

51

62

1

if

7

i4
'

Puzxt* by C.W. SMMrart
32 Lock
35 ‘ Beef cut

J

41 Fake blood,
maybe
43 Skiffs and scows
45 Fountain orders

i>-

49 Beneficiary
50 Opposite of up
51 You might catch
one near a
beach

--

2
1

i.

6 7 8 ; . 1..
1

.

37 Chopped
38 Kansas town on
the Neosho
River

3

6

fii

8

55 Highest score in
baccarat
56 Comedian’s
stock
58 Fed purchasing
org.

52 Chocolate brand

59 Kipling novel

54 Goddess who
restored Osiris
to fife

60 Hyperactivity
may be a sign of
It, for short

f

fl.

i

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 49 a minute; or. with a credit
card. 1-800 814-5554.
27 Holder of a black Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS
marker
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 366 to download puzzles, or visit
2 8 *1 9 6 8 Barbra
nytimes com/mobilexword for more information
Streisand
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2.000 past
stamng role
puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
31 Purchase by Mr. Share tips; nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords lor yourtg solvers n^m es com/leaminQ/xwords.
R x-lt

A B o r a h ’s j

ifife A w a rd s

26 One in an affair
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(aalnroo sinilod whon askod
ahotit tho ilot.iils, instoad tdotising
on tho t'aot that his NM oaroor is
tinally uiulorway.
“A w'oight has boon littod otV
my shouldors,” ho said.“And I oan’t
want to got in this lookor room
with my toammatos, got out thoro
with otiaoh Miko Singlotary .ind got
otit thoro and play on Sund.iys.”
rho tbrmor I'o.xas roch start
missod all ot training oamp as woll
as tho 4‘>ors’3-l start this soason.
Thon.as McCdotighan prodiotod,
talks stiddonly wont tmm non-oxistent to non-stop. The way the gen
eral manager told it, agent Eugene
I’arker called the 49ers on Sunday
night and said; “Listen, we’re Hying
into town.”
“I had no idea if that meant
they’re coming into a meeting,”
McCloughan said. “I just knew
they would both be in town at
some time.”
The sides ultimately gathered at
the Four Seasons hotel in Palo Alto
on Tuesday. The 49ers were repre
sented by Jed York, McC'loughan
and Marathe.
McCloughan wore a red tie, and
joked that it matched the colors
Crabtree wore at Texas Tech.
“Absolutely not,” Crabtree re
sponded. “That’s the 49ers color,
and that is who I am.”
Crabtree was accompanied by
Parker and, in a surreal twist, MC
liammer. McCloughan dismissed
the idea that the recording artist
played any role in the negotiation.
“A mutual acquaintance,” he said
with a laugh. “You know, he know's
Eugene and Deion (Sanders).”
The noon meeting at the Four
Sea.sons morphed into an extended
sc‘ssion between Marathe and I’ark
er. Around 2 a.m., the last unsigned
player ftxim the 2(K)9 draft finally
agreed to terms.
McCloughan, as instructed,
called Singletary with the news.
“I W.IS asleep,” the coach con
ceded.
C'rabtR*e, 22, meanwhile, iH'gan
preparing for his long-awaited ar
rival on the practice field. 1le fact's
long ixlds to make an impact this
season. Ktiokie mceivers r.iR'ly
make a contribution, even the ones
who don't skip training camp.
( Inly two 49es nmkies h.ive ever
caught more than 5<>p.isses in a sea
son; F.arl (aioper (S3 in 1‘>S(I) and
( ¡ene W.ishington (.31 in l‘>i»1).
Lhe 4‘>ers w ill do w h.it they can
to help Crabtree pl.iy cau h-up. At
his locker. #1.3 CRAM I RF.i; ISpo
sitioned right next to #SS ISAAC'
HRUCd', the longtime veteran and
second-leading receiver of all-time.
Singlet.iry s.iid O.ibtree will be
assigned to “sii.ulow ’’recei\ er coach
|err\- Sullivan.
“It's just a matter of getting him
injected into our organization and
what the 4‘>ers are doing _ our
work ethic, our t ulture, our respei t
that we h.ive for each other and the
way we play the game,” Singletary
said.
“l hat’s very exciting for me. 1
know that he fits that.”
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Sp o r t s

pitching today,” Manuel said, "he
” Í»- 'ti
' VV-’ *
has .1 t'astb.ill and cutter, and he
was real good with both »if them
.iiul he used them, lie was ag
t
gressive. He h.id a big tempo ,uul
r
rhythm, and he had good coiicentiMtion.”
lo r most of August, Lee
breezed through his starts, forc
ing games to operate at the brisk
pace that he set. Ills pitches went
where he w.mted them to go,
leaving opposing hitters clueless.
Yesterday, he reestablishetl what
00-'
Manuel called a “How.”
Lee allowed six hits and struck
out five. He walked no one.
“ He handled the whole How
of the game pretty well,” the
■><V,
Si
t
manager said.
Through the first four innings,
jimenez appeared unhittable,
mixing a fastball that reached 100
m.p.h. with a high-HOs change-up
and sneaky curveball. Hut he fal
tered in the middle innings.
Phillies pitcher Cliff Lee threw nine innings, allowing six hits and one earned
“The guy we beat today has
got a ton of talent,” said a proud
single. The next inning, Werth’s and when it’s supposed to be done.
Manuel, whose mood rises and falls triple highlighted a three-run as And that’s what execution is all
depending on the quality of his sault for a 3-0 lead.
about.”
team’s at-bats.“Lie’s got a big-time
The Phils collected four hits in
The result was a performance
arm. He’s got tremendous stufT. 11 chances with runners in scoring that pleased the Phillies and their
1 feel like we did a good job. We position, enough to blow through fans, all parties eager for another
definitely created some chances Game 1.
World Series win.
and we took advantage of them.”
“We know how to play the
With two outs in the ninth and
Jayson Werth led off the fifth game, and our guys know how many in the crowd chanting “ Let’s
with a walk, and Raul Ibanez to move runners,” Manuel said. go Lee,” the unfazed playoff neo
scored him with a double. Carlos “Sometimes they don’t do it, but phyte blew a 93-m.p.h fastball by
Ruiz followed with a run-scoring at the same time we know how. Garret Atkins for strike three. Lee

m

Cal Poly soccer loses to
league rival UCSB 1-0

M C C LA T C H Y -T R IB U N E

run, along with five strikeouts.

and catcher Ruiz pumped their
fists, and met between home plate
and the mound to slap hands and
hug.
It was just the first o f the 11
victories needed to earn a second
title, but Wednesday featured a
championship-caliber performance
from the entire team. “We seem to
have a knack for doing that,” said
Rollins.“ For finding hits when we
most need them.”

YOUR LIFE YOUR STYLE

into Alex G. Spanos Stadium last
year, making it the third-highest
attended regular season soccer
match in collegiate history.
The Central Coast rivals con
tinued their chippy play as seven
players were carded, including
four Ciauchos. Several players
were forced to avoid flying tor
tillas that had crude messages
written on them.
UC Santa Barbara outshot the
Mustangs 22-8 overall and 9-5 in
shots on goal.
(hil Poly junior goalkeeper
Patrick McLain had seven saves
for C'al Poly. The Mustangs re
turn to action at 7 p.m. Satur
day when they finish their non
conference schedule with a road
match at ('al State Bakersfield.
Lt>r a full recap of the match,
read Mustang I ).Mly’s online-only
Friday edition at www.mustangdailv.net.

M CSTANi; D A ILY STA H KLPDHT

The Cal Poly m en’s soc
cer team (4-7, 2-1 Hig West)
dropped a 1-0 decision to No. 7
UC Santa Barbara on Wednesday
at Harder Stadium.
The Gauchos (8-2-1, 2-0)
who moved into first place in
the Big West with the win, got a
29th minute goal from Luis Silva
for the only score of the match.
The Mustangs would not be
without their chances. Junior
forward David Zamora had a
shot hit the post late in the first
half that would have tied the
match.
Harder Stadium saw 3,842
people attend the match, a rela
tively sparse crowd compared to
the nearly lO,0OU that watched
the match last year in Santa Bar
bara and less than half as many at
tendees as the I 1,073 that packed
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M u s ta n g fo o tb a ll travels n o r th to face M o n ta n a
Tim Miller
MUSTANC; DAIIY

The C'al Poly football team faces
yet another major test on Saturday
when they travel to Montana look
ing for redemption against the No. 3
Cirizzlies (4-0).
Head coach Tim Walsh said that
he w'asn’t worried about the team’s
travel schedule saying that there have
been much more difficult travel plans
in the past.
“As a coach it’s always a gcH^d
thing when your players laugh when
you say you have a difficult travel
plan,” he said.
Walsh did sound worried about
the Montana crowd which he gave
credit for beating his old team, the
Vikings, when he was the head coach
of Portland State University.
“To be honest with you I’ve lost
a game because of their crowd,” he
admitted.
Walsh said that he didn’t want to
have his team worrying about the
homecoming crowd, which is likely
to be near capacity at the 25,200-seat
Washington-Cinzzly Stadium.
“If we are thinking we are gonna
go beat their crowd; we’re beating
the wrong team,” he said. “So, we’re
gonna go play the guys that have the
crimson shirts on.”
If No. 14 Cial Poly (2-2) is to get
above .500, it’ll do so by stringing to
gether two wins for the first time this
season. The Mustangs’ losses came

against Football liowl Subdivision
opponents in back-to-back weeks.
The game may come down to
C'al Poly’s ability to run the ball.The
Mustangs have the seventh-ranked
rush offense in the Football C'hampionship Subdivision (219.5 YP(i)
while the Grizzlies hold the secondbest rush defense (49.5YPG).
The Mustangs’ task may be a little
more difficult as senior slotback jono
Grayson is returning to the starting
lineup from an injury and senior
fullback Jon Hall remains out of the
lineup. With Grayson and Hall out
last week, senior slotback jaymes
Thierry and junior fullback Jordan
Yocum stepped up and carried the
ball a combined 25 times.
Cal Poly also received significant
contributions from previously un
tested sophomore slotback David
Mahr, who scored Cial Poly’s lone
offensive touchdown against South
Dakota State, and redshirt freshman
slotback Kelvin Rutledge who aver
aged 11 yards per carry, including a
20-yard burst midway through the
fourth cjuarter.
Montana’s dual-threat offense has
also passed on opponents averaging
227 yards per game and putting up
more than 36 points per game. This
could amount to bad news against a
C'al Poly offense that has scored just
two touchdowns in the past three
games.
Walsh said that the lack of points
on the offensive end is the result of a

lack of concentration.
“We gotta be able to go 14 plays
and score a touchdown,” he said, re
ferring to a drive against South Da
kota State in which the Mustangs
were forced to punt after a 14-play,
48-yard possession.
Ckil Poly has the best record
against Big Sky Conference opposi
tion in the country. The Mustangs
have won 15 of the last 20 games
against Big Sky opponents but have
struggled against Montana having
won only once in 13 games against
the Cirizzlies.
Last year’s home loss to
Montana was marred by
poor special teams play in
cluding a last minute missed
field goal that could have
given the Mustangs the
lead.
Cial Poly’s special
teams have contin
ued to struggle this
year and Walsh said
that they have made
it a point of focus,
spending 10 extra
minutes each prac
tice working on
special teams.
“If there is
one area
where
w
e
need

to make a huge improvement (it’s
special teams), because they’re
good on special teams,” Walsh said.
“So we need to play much
better on special teams.”
Cial Poly’s offense
struggled to score last
week but still moved the
ball very well. Walsh said that
offense’s ability to move the ball
helped out the defense by giving
them great field position as well
as keeping them
well rested.
The rest
paid

off,
the
M ustang
defense ac
counted for
two of the
three team
touchdowns
on Saturday.
Cal Poly
linebacker
Marty
Mohamed caused
a fumble that re
sulted in the win
ning score against
South 1Dakota State
after he sacked Thomas
O ’Brien near the end
zone. His spectacular play
T also resulted in winning
j
his first Great West Dej
fensive Player of the Week
award and being named
^
amotig the College Sporting
News National All-Stars on
C'ict. 5. Mohamed leads the Great
West in tackles per game with 9.2
and leads C"al Poly with two sacks.
Mohamed said that watching the
game on film was even better than
playing in it.
“You feel like you never play as
good as you actually do,” he said.“You
always walk off the field like you did
something wrong but I mean watch
ing film was finally one of the times
I actually left the film session com
pletely satisfied with how I played.”
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P h illes tak e 1-0

A nd the C rabtree saga begins

lead b e h in d Lee

SAN JOM Ml R( l!HY Nl WS

Andy Martino
T i n : P ir n A D H m i A i n q l u h i k

Yankees 7 -2 twins
PHILADELPHIA
— The
question hovered over the Phillies
through a troubling September, as
their starting pitchers faltered and
their lineup slept; Come pFayoff
time, could they rediscover their
swagger?
Supremely confident (or were
they self-assured to a fault?) that
they would succeed in a mean
ingful game when one arose, the
Phils backed that attitude with an
impressive effort Wednesday. They
defeated the Cailorado Rockies,
5-1, in Game I of the best-of-five
National League division series.
Cliff Lee, acquired in late July
for just such a moment, pitched a
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final

Phillies 5 -1 Rockies
final

dodgers 5 - 2 cardinals
top 8th

complete game m his first postsea
son appearance.
And the Phils’ offense, which
stniyed in recent months from its
propensity to produce timely hits,
bashed top-notch (Colorado starter
Ubaldo Jimenez.
“ We pretty much knew all we
had to do was close the season
out” in September, said shortstop
Jimmy Rollins. “Now, it feels like
you’re actually doing something.”
Few Phillies suffered more last
month than Lee. After winning
his first five starts after the team
acquired him from (Cleveland on
July 29. the lefthander was 2-2 in
September, with an alarming 5.59
earned run average. Still, manager
(diarlie Manuel selected Lee as his
(ianie I starter over proven play
off ace Chile Hamels.The decision
proved wise.
“The difference I saw in Cdiff’s
see Philles, page 11
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All along, Scot McCloughan
% ' V a'-''*
had a hunch. When things went
qujet on the Michael Oabtree fmnt,
the 49ers’ general manager told his
lead negotiator Paraag Marathe to
stay patient.
“This w'ill come out of left field,”
McCdoughan told him. “This will
be something you don’t see a week
or two in advance.”
tSs» :
And so it happened, as a monthslong standort' turned into whirl
wind negotiations. The sides bmke
'■'W-à
their silence Sunday and quickly
hammea'd out a six-year deal that
includes $17 million in guaranteed
money.
O a b ta e ’s contract was com
MCC I ATHCY-TRIBUNfc
plete by about 2 a.ni. WediiesiLiy After months o f waiting, fu is will have to wait a little longer to see Michael
morning.
Crabtrees debut. The rookie will not play Sunday against the Falcons.
By about 1 p.ni. PI )T, he was on
the 49ers’ practice field.
ing to sit out the entire season and if it were important that the 49ers
The No. 10 pick in April’s draft
held their ganind, McCdoughan s.iid;
w ill not play in Sunday’s game against a'-enter the 2010 draft.
“Very important.”
It
W
.IS
believed
that
the
former
tlie Atlanta Falcons. After the bye
“We needed to. and not just to
week, he could make his debut C \t. Texas Tech star wanted money com
mensurate for a pl.iyer taken higher paive a point,” he said. “If you st.irt
25 against the Houston Texans.
setting pa’cedents you don’t want to
For now, Oabtree is just happy to than No. 10.
Instead. Oabtree’s guaranteed follow in the future, you really hand
put the pmlonged negotiations be
money falls in line with the NFL's cuff your organization.”
hind him.
Cirabtree’s contr.ict includes an
“It’s a humbling experience.” he unofficial slotting system. At $17 mil
said. “I feel like going tlmnigh that. lion, he gets less than No. 9 pick B.J. incentive clause that would wipe out
It made me look at the world a dif R.iji of the Ga-en B.iy Packers ($18 the relatively low $4 million in base
ferent way. look at my teammates a million) but iiioa' than No. 11 pick salary in his’final se.ison.
To viYid the sixth year, Oabtree
different w.iy. Hopefully, it works out Aaam M.iybin ($15 million).
McCdoughan would not address would neeil to accomplish a few
for the best.”
contr.ict
specifics but indicated that hard-to-reach targets ProFootb.illCaabtR'e sidestepped questions
about his negotiating ploy, one that the 49ers were never willing to p.iy
see Crabtree, page 11
included rumblings that he was will- more than O abta'e’s draft slot. Asked
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